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Company Profile 

Robotic Potato: Who are we? 

Robotic Potato is a video games studio based in Queens, NY. We make creative games with a strong 

focus on quality and craftsmanship. As a company we operate with ethics and integrity in mind. That 

means fair pay for fair hours. 

We’re a diverse team that can bring multiple perspectives to audiences outside the typical ‘hardcore' 

demographic. And most of all, we’re professionals. We’re skilled individuals with experience in our 

chosen skill sets 

As a studio, our goal is to create innovative, high quality games inspired by the games we love, while 

bringing new and unique ideas to the table. We come from a variety of backgrounds. Some of us are 

formally educated in our chosen skills, and some of us are self taught. Regardless, we all have a passion 

for what we do. This combination allows to be both precise and experimental. Fluid and structured. 

Most importantly, it allows us to bring multiple perspectives to our games. Though this means that we 

occasionally differ in opinion, it also means that in the end, we have a highly unique game that balances 

the best of both ideas with a proven track record of success, and ideas that push the envelope. 

Previous Games 

Mother Goose 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.roboticpotato.mothergoose 

Simple puzzle based gameplay 

Available on Android and the Google Play Store. 

 

Team & Qualifications 

● Alexander Lau, CEO and Lead Programmer 

o 6 years programming experience 

o 3 years project management 

o NYU, East Asian Studies & Computer Science, 2008 

● John Cornacchioli, Art Director 

o 1 year digital art experience 

o Savannah College of Art & Design, Interactive Design & Game Development, 2012 

● Tom Castanga, Business & Marketing Director 

o 1 year digital marketing experience 

o Stony Brook University, English,  2013 

● Kenny Korb, Animator 

o 1 year digital animation experience 

● Jasmin Stines, Character Artist. 

Gameplay 

Kami Kami is an origami themed Metroidvania. You play as Hikaru, a girl who was killed by a Samurai 

warlord and now is on a quest for revenge. 

The Power of Origami 



In death, Hikaru was reborn as a paper spirit. As such, she has the power of origami, and can turn into 

different forms  

7 Different Forms 

● The human form, through which Hikaru interacts with the world. 

● A frog that can double jump and attack with a long paralyzing tongue 

● A kitsune imbued with lightning speed and wields a katana with unparalleled grace. 

● A momonga, a Japanese flying squirrel that can glide. 

● A fish that can traverse water, and stun enemies with a stunning tail slap 

● A tanuki or raccoon dog that can dig underground and shatter shields with oversized paws. 

● A dragon that can fly and burn enemies to a crisp 

Special Moves 

Not only can she shift between forms, but the fluid nature of paper means that she can borrow powers 

from one form while another. For example, while in human form, the player could unleash the frog’s 

tongue attack with a simple down-right-attack combination. 

Story 

The main character is a girl named Hikaru, whose father rebelled against the Samurai. She now journeys 

through the spirit world to get revenge against the man who killed her and burned her village to the 

ground. 

Unlike many platformers, Kami Kami will have a deep and engrossing narrative. Snippets of story will be 

revealed as Hikaru collects the 1000 paper cranes needed to wish for her deepest desires. Each crane 

will unfold into a message that reveals details about the world ala Bioshock’s Audio Diaries. 

Deeply Rooted in Ancient Japanese Culture and History 

Kami Kami is set in the Japanese spirit realm. The living and the dead share the same world, but dwell in 

separate planes with different rules. Those with the right powers can intervene..between. This realm is 

home to monsters such as Oni, Onryo, Tengu, Kappa, and Dragons. 

The time period is set during Japan’s Sengoku Jidai, or Warring States period, a time of conflict when the 

samurai fought each other in the name of their powerful lords. This a time when the katana ruled men, 

and the musket ruled the battlefield. 

Strong Characters 

The player character, Hikaru will develop from a naïve young girl into a battle hardened angry spirit bent 

on revenge, and she’ll need to deal with the cosmic consequences of that transition. 

Meanwhile, our villain, the warlord Omune Tojo is different from your classic Samurai Jack. He’s an aging 

warrior scholar that commands armies of Oni and wields the foreign and arcane powers of elemental 

Taoism. He’s part of a rigid martial order that compels him to do unspeakably terrible things. Think of 

him as an evil Obi-Wan Kenobi. 

During the course of the story, players will learn that Hikaru’s quest for vengeance is not so clear cut.  



After all, fans of Japanese film know that little girls are never quite as innocent as they appear to be. 

Target Audience 

Kami Kami is designed to appeal those interested in East Asian culture and history. The artwork draws 

heavily from Japanese origami and is done in the style of ink painting, which is known as “Sumi-E” in 

Japanese or “Shui Mo Hua” in Chinese. 

The setting of the spirit world might be familiar to fans of Princess Mononoke and Avatar: The Last 

Airbender. Good western examples of a ‘spirit’ or ‘dead’ world include Tim Burton’s “Beetlejuice” or 

“Corpse Bride”. 

Fans of the “Shogun: Total War” PC game series or animes such as “Samurai Champloo”, or “Ruroni 

Kenshin” will be familiar with the Sengoku Jidai period. Honestly, we’re targeting anyone with a love of 

Samurai or Sushi. 

In terms of games, we’re looking to cater to those who loved classic action platformers like Castlevania 

or Super Metroid. We’re looking to have the same level of action and puzzle solving, but add in more 

storytelling and toning down the difficulty. 

We think the people most interested would be fans of newer art heavy indie platformers, like 

Limbo,Guacamelee and Apotheon. We’re looking to address those people who are tired of pixel art 

sidescrollers. We’d like to make a special case for fans of Alien Trap’s Apotheon. Although it’s a new 

game, what Apotheon does for greek pottery art, we’d like to do for Japanese ink painting in Kami Kami 

GENRE: Action/Platformer 

RATING: Teen or M for Mature 

SYSTEMS: PC, XBOX LIVE, PS4, Wii U, Steam and other DLC platforms 

Length: 10-15 hours 

Production Info  

Current Staff 

1 Programmer (Fulltime) 

● 3 Artists 

● Environment & Props (Fulltime) 

● Character Design (Part-time) 

● Animation (Part-time) 

● 1 Marketer & Business Manager (Part-time) 

Our staff works on a revenue share basis. As we currently have 0 capital, our team is working on the 

hope for future profits.  

We’re dedicated to the vision of Kami Kami, however our main goal is to acquire funding so we can pay 

people to begin production in earnest. 

 

TImeline 



We’ve been developing Kami Kami since Christmas of 2014. I think we’ve made quite a lot of progress in 

a month and a half, and we made a good showing at the Playcraft Playtest night on January 29th.  

Overall, we plan to start fundraising from now until April. We’ll start production of the game then, 

contingent on acquiring funding.  

While in rough we estimate the game should be completed by October, it depends on the level of 

funding we get and if we run into any roadblocks. 

● Now to March 

○ Kickstarter Preproduction 

● March-April 

○ Kickstarter, Get Funding 

● April- May: 

○ If funding acquired, begin production 

○ Coding & Game Design 

■ base combat systems, transformations, enemy AI 

○ Character Design for enemies, bosses, player 

○ Level & Environmental Design 

○ Animate Characters 

○ Story & Dialog 

○ DLC Planning 

○ Music & Audio Production 

○ Production for Kickstarter Rewards 

● June-July 

○ Character Animations 

○ Voice Acting 

○ Localization 

○ Vertical Slice 

○ Trade Show Demos 

● July-August 

○ Environmental Art for Expanded Levels 

○ Finalize Boss & Character Animations 

○ Assemble Beta 

● August-September 

○ Finalize Game & Playtesting 

○ Promo & Pre-Release Hype 

○ Ship Kickstarter Rewards 

● October 

○ Finalize localizations 

○ Release Game 

○ Community & reviews management 

○ Patches & Bug Fixes 

● November 

○ Holiday & Black Friday sales preparations 

○ Post release game tuning 

● December 



○ Begin DLC releases, if any 

○ Begin planning for next game/sequel 

 

Programming, Project Management and Tools 

Engine: Unity & C# 

Artwork & Animation Tools: Adobe Illustrator 

 

We use C# with Unity to develop the game. 

In terms of programming we use the rule ‘Don’t reinvent the wheel’. If third party solutions exist to fix 

existing problems, we use them.  

 

Our art team utilizes Wacom tablets to perform traditional art, emulating the brush strokes and 

movements in ink painting and calligraphy. The programs we use include Adobe Photoshop and 

Illustrator, as well as Procreat. 

 

For project management we utilize the Agile system of management, and engage in weekly and daily 

meetings to complete assigned tasks. Everyone on team is in on the system. 

 

Finance Goals 

 

Our team is currently working on a revenue share basis. 

 

Our ideal goal is so everyone can work paid full time. This would require at least 125k for the year. 

However we can begin a barebones production at 35k, and keep most of our staff part time. This would 

mean limited music, audio and no voice acting, as well as reusing lots of enemies and environments. 

 

We are hoping to earn at least 200k in sales so we can recoup our costs and have enough in reserve to 

continue business and make new games 

 

Execution Labs Venture Capital Investment  

For Kami Kami we’re requesting the full amount of 50,000 CAD. With this money we’re aiming to put 

together a really nice vertical slice that will really wow consumers and journalists at trade shows, and 

get lots of attention on Kickstarter or IndieGogo.  

 

While we could put together a really barebones version of the game with that amount, it wouldn’t have 

all the bells and whistles like good voice acting, really good ink paintings and lots of variety in terms of 

combat, environments and enemies. 

 

Finance budgeting & Distributions 

40% to Art 

● Background and Environmental Art 

● Character Art and Animations 

● Level Design, Combat Balance, Controls 

● Dialog and Cutscene Writing 



● Audio & Music  

● Voice Acting 

25% marketing 

● Social Media: Twitter, Facebook, Reddit 

● Game Press: Bloggers, Vloggers, Journalists 

● Crowdfunding: Kickstarter, IndieGogo 

● Ad Buys: Facebook, mobile 

● Conventions, Meetings, Business Lunches 

25% programming/IT  

● Controls and Gameplay Logic Implementation 

● Agile focused task management 

● Enemy AI 

● Playtesting and Bug Fixing 

● Platform Stability and Installation/Deployment 

● Third Party Software and Development Tools 

● IT Management such as security, hardware, version control etc. 

● Documentation and Project Management (GoogleDocs/Agile/Jira) 

● Company Website development 

10% Accounting, Law, Misc. 

● Accounting & Tax Preparation 

● Employment Contracts and Immigration Paperwork (For Canada) 

● Travel Expenses, Pizza for Crunch times. 

● Office Supplies  

● Emergency Cash 

 

The majority of money will be devoted to artwork. Because of the game’s story and art heavy focus, we 

need to devote the most money to creating compelling characters and environments, and animating 

them to look good. Additionally, we’ll need to spend a lot of time tuning gameplay, such as levels, 

controls, and combat balance. That’s art too. 

 

For marketing, we’ll need to really get the word out. This is time spent hitting Twitter, Facebook and 

Reddit, as well as IndieDB and TigSource. It’s also searching for additional funding and courting 

journalists, bloggers and other gamepress 

 

Staff Salaries 

The Bare Minimum 

This is a staff salary budget based on an amount person can live in a large city with a very frugal lifestyle. 

This does not account for differences in terms of qualifications. That would get reflected only with a 

larger budget. Numbers here are based in USD 

 

● Programmer & CEO: $25k 

● Art Director: $25k 

● Character Artist: $25k 

● Animator: $25k 



● Marketing & Business Director: $25k 

● Total: $125k 

 

Average Salaries Accounting for Marketplace & Qualifications 

This is what our staff ought to be paid according to their qualifications & years in the industry. These 

numbers are based on the average salary for large US cities such as NYC or LA. They are gathered via 

Payscale.com 

 

● Lead Programmer/Project Manager: $100k 

● 3x Graphic Artist/Animator: $45k 

● Marketing Coordinator: $40k 

● Total: $275k 

 

Future Plans 

Our primary goal is to continue to produce narrative heavy games with unique art styles. EG, “Video 

Games as Art”. As a progressive company we’d like to address culture in both thoughtful and humorous 

ways.  

 

In terms of infrastructure we’d eventually like to open up offices in NYC and employ a collective of 

artists, programmers and support staff to push out multiple games at once. We want to push the 

envelope and open up opportunities to make games to people that previously lacked the chance to do 

so. 

 

Game Ideas in the Backlog: 

The Taiping Rebellion 

A victoriapunk brawler using a relatively unknown major historical conflict. 

The game would be a combination of Dynasty Warriors and Double Dragon. Players would lead armies 

of soldiers onto a 2d open world battlefield set in China during 1860s. It would be a very guns vs kung fu 

& magic setting. 

  

Spacecats in Space! 

A narrative driven top down 2d SHMUP with a Space Opera theme. Battles take place on and off of 

space ships, and it includes personal as well as space combat. Features a cats vs dogs theme. 

 

Mother Goose: Demolition Company 

A demolition themed puzzle game featuring a hard boiled Mother Goose that solves problems with guns 

and explosives 

 

 

  

 

 

 


